Abstract. We establish an upper bound on the spectral gap for compact quantum graphs which depends only on the diameter and total number of vertices. This bound is asymptotically sharp for pumpkin chains with number of edges tending to infinity.
Introduction
A quantum graph G is a metric graph equipped with a quantum Hamiltonian operator L acting on the L 2 space of functions on the edges of G. For the main result of this paper, L = −d 2 dx 2 , with standard Kirchoff-Neumann boundary conditions. This means that L is the self-adjoint operator associated to the quadratic form,
The domain of L consists of continuous functions on G which are H 2 on each individual edge, such that the sum of outgoing derivatives at each vertex vanishes. See [5] for background on quantum graphs and self-adjoint vertex conditions.
We assume that G is compact, meaning that it has a finite number of edges, all of finite length. This implies that the lowest eigenvalue λ 0 = 0 is simple. The spectral gap of G is the lowest nonzero eigenvalue, which we denote by λ 1 . By the min-max principle for the quadratic form H, we have Rayleigh quotient formula for the first nonzero eigenvalue (1.1)
The higher eigenvalues λ n are similarly obtained from variational formulas. A variety of results have been proven which estimate the eigenvalues in terms of basic geometric properties of G. For example, Friedlander [6] proved the lower bound
for a connected compact graph, where (G) is the total edge length of G. The n = 1 estimate is optimal in the case of a single interval, and for n ≥ 2 the estimate is optimal for an equilateral star graph with n − 1 edges. The method of proof involves symmetrization after reducing the argument to trees, Independent proofs of the lower bound on λ 1 were given in [11, 10] .
No upper bound for λ 1 is possible in terms of (G) alone. For instance if we consider a flower graph with fixed total length, as the number of edges n E → ∞, we see λ 1 → ∞. If n E is fixed, then Kennedy et al. [8] proved that
This bound is sharp in the case of flower graphs or equilateral pumpkins. (A pumpkin, also called a dipole graph, consists a pair of vertices connected by a set of parallel edges.) Additional bounds on the eigenvalues λ n can be found in [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 7, 9] . In this paper we focus on the issue of controlling λ 1 from above in terms of the number of vertices, n V , and the diameter,
where the distance is the length of the shortest path connecting two points within the graph. Kennedy et al. also showed it is not possible to bound λ 1 from above in terms of diam(G) alone. However, they provided the following upper bound for λ 1 in terms of diam(G) and the total number of vertices,
In terms of the combinatorial diameter diam V (G), defined as the maximal distance between two vertices of the graph, the estimate is improved to
The estimate (1.3) is clearly sharp in the case of a single interval, or equilateral pumpkin. In a remark following the theorem, the authors of [8] observe that these estimates are not optimal in general, and conjecture that the optimal bound will be sharp only in an asymptotic sense. We will prove the following sharp version of the estimates (1.2) and (1.3):
Theorem 1.1. For a compact quantum graph G with n V ≥ 2 vertices and diameter diam(G), the first nonzero eigenvalue satisfies
In terms of the combinatorial diameter,
The proof makes use of the pumpkin-chain reduction argument introduced in [8] . A pumpkin chain is a graph consisting of a linear arrangement of equilateral pumpkins, joined at the vertices. Each pumpkin in the chain can have a different number of edges. The diameter of a pumpkin chain is simply the distance between the endpoints of the chain.
It was shown in [8] that an arbitrary graph can be reduced to a pumpkin chain without decreasing λ 1 , while controlling diam(G) and n V . This argument is reviewed in §2. The result (1.2) was deduced from a test function constructed on the longest pumpkin in the chain. To prove Theorem 1.1, we prove an optimal bound on the spectral gap form a pumpkin chain in §3. The strategy is to optimize over a choice of two test functions, one constructed on the longest pumpkin and the other on the longest two pumpkins. The estimate (1.5) agrees with (1.3) when n V = 2, and is therefore sharp in the case of an equilateral pumpkin, as noted above. For n V ≥ 3, we will demonstrate in §4 that (1.5) is sharp in an asymptotic sense. That is, for all n V ≥ 3 and > 0 there exists a graph for which
These examples are constructed from pumpkin chains with fixed n V and diam(G), and n E → ∞. For a given n V , λ 1 is maximized when a single pumpkin has twice the length of the remaining pumpkins, which have uniform length. The location of the large pumpkin in the chain has no effect on the optimal bound. To understand the configuration of the optimal chain, let a = diam(G) n V and consider a chain with n V segments of length a and one of length 2a. The bound (1.5) gives
2 , so an optimal eigenfunction has frequency close to π 2a. Therefore, in each pumpkin of length a, the eigenfunction nearly passes through a quarter wavelength. Assuming the eigenfunction is positive at the left endpoint and negative at the right, it will have components which are concave down on the left side and concave down on the right. The single pumpkin of double length is needed to contain the inflection point where the concavity changes sign.
Reduction to pumpkin chains
In this section we review the argument in [8] on the reduction to pumpkin chains. As we shall see, in order to reduce to pumpkin-chains one needs to perform operations on the graph, such as cutting pendants, shortening edges and identify vertices. Thus it is clearly important to understand how such operations affect λ 1 . The following is a well known result; see, for instance, [5, 8, 9] . Lemma 2.1. Suppose that G and G ′ are connected, compact and finite quantum grahps. If G ′ can be obtained from G by either cutting a pendant, shortening an edge or identifying two vertices, then
The pumpkin chain algorithm which serves as the basis for the estimate of the spectral gap is described in the following:
. Given a compact, connected, non-empty metric graph G, there exists a pumpkin chain G * such that
Proof. The pumpkin chain G * is produced by the following algorithm, where all steps either increase λ 1 or leave it unchanged.
Step 1. Let D ∶= diam(G), and choose two points x, y ∈ G such that dist(x, y) = D. If x and y are not vertices, we can insert artificial vertices of degree two at x and y. This yields the shift of n V by 2 in statement (1) . If x and y are assumed to be vertices, then no change in n V is required and (1) is modified to (1 ′ ). For clarity we will rename x and y as the vertices v 0 and v D respectively.
Step 2. Choose a path Γ 1 of minimal distance between v 0 and v D , so that (Γ 1 ) = D. Note that, since Γ 1 is the shortest path connecting v 0 and v D , it contains no loops and does not cross any point twice (vertex or edge). In the example shown in Figure 2 , Γ 1 is the central path. Figure 2 . The graph G.
Step 3. Find the second shortest path Γ 2 , such that Γ 2 does not cross any point x ∈ G twice and Γ 2 ⊈ Γ 1 . If two or more paths have the same length and satisfy the above conditions, choose one arbitrarily. If such a path does not exist, skip to Step 5.
Step 4. Continue to find the next shortest path connecting v 0 to v D such that no point is crossed twice and
for each k. By compactness of G, this process must terminate at some Γ n with
Step 5. Let
′ by a single vertex (i.e., is a pendant of G ′ ). Indeed, if that were not the case we could find a non-self intersecting path connecting v 0 to v D that intersects G G ′ and hence is not a subset of G ′ . However, we exhausted all such paths in Step 4. We can therefore pass from G to G ′ by removing all pendants attached to G ′ , see Figure 3 .
Step 6. We now construct a new graph G ′′ by altering G ′ so that all paths connecting v 0 to v D have equal length D. We start by setting Γ may have become subsets of others, leaving us m distinct paths with m ≤ n. We set
v D Figure 4 . The graph G ′′ . Compared to Figure 3 , the artificial vertex v 1 has been added, and the sets of edges {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } and {e 4 , e 5 , e 6 } have been altered so that their elements have the same lengths.
Step 8. The final step is to identify all vertices with the same level under f . That is, for each x j ∈ [0, D] corresponding to a vertex, the points f Figure 5 . The pumpkin chain G * . Compared to Figure 4 , the vertices v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 have been identified, and the edge e 7 has shrunk to a point.
The construction of G * involves cutting pendants, shortening edge lengths, and identifying vertices. From Lemma 2.1 we know that these operations at most increase the first eigenvalue. Therefore, we have λ 1 (G) ≤ λ 1 (G * ).
Note that the algorithm used in Lemma 2.2 does not claim uniqueness. In fact many different pumpkin chains might be achievable from the same original graph.
Spectral gap for pumpkin chains
In this section we will establish the optimal upper bound on the spectral gap for pumpkin chains. Let G be a pumpkin chain of total length , with m pumpkins. We use the coordinate x ∈ [0, ] to indicate the longitudinal position on the chain (taking the same values on each edge within the same pumpkin).
The calculation of the first eigenfunction for a pumpkin chain reduces to a one-dimensional problem. Let I j be the open subinterval of [0, ] corresponding to pumpkin j, and let k j denote its multiplicity. We define the edge weight function
It was shown in [8] -Lemma 5.6 that we can assume that the eigenfunction corresponding to λ 1 is a function of x alone. This implies that the Rayleigh quotient formula (1.1) reduces to
Since ρ is piecewise constant, the minimizing function φ 1 for (3.2) will take the form b j cos(σx+α j ) in each segment, where σ 2 = λ 1 and α j is a constant phase shift. Furthermore, φ 1 will satisfy Neumann conditions at the endpoints 0 and , and the vertex conditions reduce to the statement that ρφ 
where λ = σ 2 . The coefficients b j are chosen to satisfy the continuity and vertex conditions
As a linear system for the coefficients (b 1 , b 2 ), (3.3) admits a nontrivial solution for if and only if
The value of λ 1 is determined by the smallest positive root σ 1 of (3.4). If k 1 and k 2 are roughly equal, then the first root of (3.4) occurs when σ ≈ π . To maximize λ 1 , we can assume that k 1 is much larger than k 2 . In this case, the roots of (3.4) will lie close to the roots of the first term, sin(σ 1 ) cos(σ( − 1 )). In particular the first nonzero root σ 1 satisfies
.
The maximum on the right-hand side occurs when 1 = 2 3, suggesting that the maximum value of σ 1 is 3π (2 ) when m = 2.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a pumpkin chain of total length , with m pumpkins (m+1 vertices). Then for m ≥ 2, Figure 6 . The test function ψ 1 .
Proof. Let us label the pumpkins 1, . . . , m so that the lengths 1 , . . . , m are arranged in decreasing order. For pumpkin j let k j be the number of edges and x j the starting location.
We first define a test function as in [8] -Thm 6.1, by fitting half a wavelength of a cosine function into the longest pumpkin,
with b 1 and b 2 chosen so that
This test function is illustrated in Figure 6 . The numerator of the Rayleigh quotient for ψ 1 is
For the denominator, we include only the contribution from pumpkin j to obtain a lower bound,
2 ). By (3.2), these estimates imply that (3.6)
The next step is to construct an alternate test function by fitting a quarter-wavelength cosine into each of the two longest pumpkins, as illustrated in Figure 7 . Without loss of generality, we can assume that x 1 < x 2 and define
where once again b 1 and b 2 are chosen so that ψ 2 satisfies the orthogonality condition. For this second test function we compute
2 ),
To complete the argument, we note that the pumpkins 2, . . . , m have lengths at most 2 and add up to a total length of − 2 . Thus the first two lengths satisfy an inequality,
Plugging this into (3.7) gives (3.8)
In combination with (3.6), we this have
The right-hand side attains a maximum when 1 = 2 (m+1), yielding the claimed estimate. Theorem 1.1 now follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.1.
Sharpness of the estimate
Let G be a pumpkin chain with total length and m components, as in §3. Our goal in this section is to show that the bound in Theorem 3 is sharp. From the estimate (3.9), it is clear that the maximum value of λ 1 should occur when 1 = 2 (m + 1) and 2 = (m + 1). Note that this implies that all other segments also have length (m + 1).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose G is a pumpkin chain with length and m ≥ 2 components. For a ∶= (m + 1), assume that one segment has length 2a and all others have length a. Given ε > 0, there is a choice of edge multiplicities k 1 , . . . , k m such that
Proof. For δ > 0 small, we will show how to choose edge multiplicities to produce an eigenvalue λ = σ 2 1 where
Note that in an interval of length a, cos(σ 1 x) passes through just under a quarter period. Let x j denote the starting point of the jth pumpkin, for j = 1, . . . , m. Let j 0 denote the segment of length 2a. The strategy is to splice together functions of the form
where each phase shift η j is an integer multiple of σ 1 δ 2. We will specify the phase shifts, and then use the vertex conditions to fix the multiplicities k j . The recipe for choosing η j is as follows. If j ≠ j 0 , then we set
For the segment of double length, j = j 0 , the phase shifts are doubled,
The full eigenfunction φ, is defined by setting
with b j defined by vertex and continuity conditions. The matching conditions at vertex x j are
for j = 2, . . . , m. Hence the edge multiplicities satisfy the condition
If we choose δ so that sin(σ 1 δ 2) and cos(σ 1 δ 2) are both rational, then by basic trig identities, all of the values of h and h ′ σ appearing in (4.3) will be rational. Hence there exist integers k 1 , . . . , k m satisfying the relation. We can find arbitrarily small values of δ satisfying the rational condition by choosing a large integer n and setting
Assume that δ is chosen so that σ 1 δ < π 8, After choosing the corresponding integers k 1 , . . . , k m satisfying (4.3). we can then solve the coefficient equations (4.2) to construct an . One can easily check that under the assumption that σ 1 δ < π 8, φ will be strictly decreasing, with a single zero that occurs at the midpoint of the double-length segment, x j0 + a. An example is illustrated in Figure 8 , with m = 4 and j 0 = 3.
To prove that φ corresponds to the eigenvalue λ 1 , one approach would be to adapt the classical Sturm-Liouville theorem, which says that the nth eigenfunction has exactly n zeros if ρ ∈ C 1 [0, ]. For convenience, we give a direct argument. An eigenfunction ψ with 0 < σ < σ 1 must start with a segment proportional to cos(σx) at x = 0. Furthermore, since the wavelength associated to σ is longer, the segments h j for j ≤ j 0 take the same form as (4.1), with σ 1 replaced by σ and with different choices of the phase shifts η j . if we rescale ψ so that ψ(0) = φ(0), then since the matching conditions (4.2) are the same for both functions, we can deduce that ψ > φ through segment j 0 . In particular, ψ has no zero for 0 ≤ x ≤ x j0 . Applying the same reasoning in reverse, starting from x = , shows that ψ has no zeros for x j0 ≤ x ≤ either. This is a contradiction, since ψ is continuous and orthogonal to constant functions. Therefore, the eigenfunction φ 1 corresponds to the lowest nonconstant eigenfunction. We have thus produced a pumpkin chain with
where δ is arbitrarily small.
In the m = 4 case pictured in Figure 8 , it is easy to work out that the choices of k j indicated in the construction from the lemma are proportional to the values {1, N, N 2 , 2N }, for some large number N . This gives a relatively easy way to construct optimal examples in this case. For example, taking k 1 = 1, k 2 = 10 10 , k 3 = 10 20 , and k 4 = 2 × 10 10 gives the first eigenvalue σ 1 ≐ 2.49998π, very close to the optimal value of 5π 2.
